
Where Luxury .. Meets Comfortability





Discover Sophistication

Triumph Plaza hotel warmly welcomes you with an open 
invitation to experience top standard hospitality at its best.

Triumph Plaza hotel is a 4 stars hotel located in Cairo’s jewel, Heliopolis area, 
few minutes away from Salah Salem, the airport and most of Cairo's hotspots.

Enjoy a staycation like no other with unforgettable niche dining experience 
paired with spacious rooms, great room service, best trained staff, amazing 
venues, an impeccable gym experience and lastly a full journey of serenity 

and relaxation at the spa.





An array Of Savouries
Revel in Triumph Plaza wide variety of exquisite restaurants, 

serving food from all over the globe.

Presenting Shiraz the main restaurant with its exclusively famous breakfast 
buffet, lunch and dinner, right from 

Lebanon, “Lyaly lebnan” presents an à la carte menu including a delightful 
selection of freshly prepared authentic Lebanese plates and 

refreshments at the Lebanese restaurant, to our favourite “Up to you” coffee 
shop where you can enjoy a refreshing drink, a light snack or even a juicy 

burger with some giggles, last but not least, 
the incredible open air terrace, Rehana rooftop is naturally lit by the skylight, 

overlooking the amazing greenery heliopolis, to relax and enjoy your favourite 
pastries and bakery await you for Rehana rooftop away from 

the hectic city life.





A journey Of Comfort
Dive into one of our spacious, elegantly furnished, well-organised and

 fully equipped rooms.

Enjoy a diversity of calming colours as well as relaxing art and great 
assistance while choosing between our 146 available rooms, divided between standard 

rooms, deluxe rooms and luxury suites . 

Unwind, relax and have a peaceful stay.

Explore the amazing view from your own room’s private balcony, 
a highly efficient 24 hours room service , highest quality guest amenities, all the way to 
the high speed internet access, digital safe box, television, mini bar and much more to 

ensure a memorable stay.

Indulge yourself in a top notch stay when booking our reputable royal suite where you 
can truly live an experience of elegance and luxury combined with comfort and privacy 

in the heart of Cairo.

Triumph Plaza, a precious time with each passing second.





Ideal for both business trips or family vacations, our suites provide all the extra 
space you could need for your stay while enjoying 

a peaceful retreat in which you relax and unwind throughout your stay all 
come with separate living spaces overlooking the amazing 

greenery of Heliopolis.

A Refined Palette





Fairy-Tale Done Right
A story of intimate love begins with a fairy tale celebration, start your 

fairy-tale adventure in one of our two fully equipped grand ballrooms, our 

packages will definitely suit all your dream day needs and wishes.

The big yes deserves a grand day 





A magical route from workout to deep relaxation 
For the experience to be more fulfilling, Triumph Plaza presents you a set of 
relaxing treatments that change with every visit based on the prior one, with 

the exclusive “wellness” programme.
Choose between an array of body massages, facials, body scrubs and all 

done with natural products to protect your skin from any damage. 

Triumph Plaza encourages you to try its famous gym, containing the most 
advanced equipment, technogym and resistance equipment.

Your gym experience will start smoothly by meeting our receptionists guiding you 
through your personalised program and to our carefully selected fitness 

consultants, with whom you can easily determine your personal targets to achieve 
the goal in the minimum of time.





Your Luxurious Retreat In Heliopolis !
Indulge into our new luxurious lounge during your stay in Triumph Plaza Hotel 

and enjoy a personalized experience with our fresh fruits bar, create your own 
juice freshly made by our top chefs and many more facilities await you to enjoy 

your pleasant staycation.





We Plan, Organise and Execute for You

Triumph Plaza hotel offers a closely selected variety of meeting rooms with 

different capacities to fit all occasions, whether it’s a conference, 

 a business meeting or even a private one.

The dedicated conference and events experts team is always ready to help 

with planning, organising and executing your event 24/7, because distinguished 

meeting rooms set the stage for success.





            

           

            

            

This indicates a U-shape hall style This indicates a Classroom hall style

This indicates a Boardroom hall style

This indicates a banquet hall style

This indicates a Wedding hall style

This indicates a Theatre hall style

This indicates a Cocktail hall style
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11.6x5.8 m 25 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
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El-Khalifa El-Maamoun street, Heliopolis, Cairo, Egypt 
T : +2 02 24042646
F : +2 02 24042647
E : Info@triumphhotel.com
www.triumphhotel.com


